The human olfactory receptor (OR) repertoire is reduced in comparison to other mammals and to other nonhuman primates. Nonetheless, this olfactory decline opens an opportunity for evolutionary innovation and improvement. In the present study, we focus on an OR gene, OR5I1, which had previously been shown to present an excess of amino acid replacement substitutions between humans and chimpanzees. We analyze the genetic variation in OR5I1 in a large worldwide human panel and find an excess of derived alleles segregating at relatively high frequencies in all populations. Additional evidence for selection includes departures from neutrality in allele frequency spectra tests but no unusually extended haplotype structure. Moreover, molecular structural inference suggests that one of the nonsynonymous polymorphisms defining the presumably adaptive protein form of OR5I1 may alter the functional binding properties of the OR. These results are compatible with positive selection having modeled the pattern of variation found in the OR5I1 gene and with a relatively ancient, mild selective sweep predating the ''Out of Africa'' expansion of modern humans.
Introduction
Olfaction is one of the 5 sensory windows we have into the environment, and as such, genes encoding for molecules responsible for the interaction with odorants can be subject to strong selection (Issel-Tarver and Rine 1997) . Humans are able to distinguish more than 10,000 different smells (Reed 1990) , which are detected by sensory neurons through the interaction of olfactory receptors (ORs) with a variety of odorants in the lining of the nose. ORs are 7 transmembrane domain G protein-coupled receptors encoded by single-coding exon genes spanning just around 1 kb, which are usually arranged in gene clusters (Ben-Arie et al. 1994; Trask et al. 1998; Aloni et al. 2006) . OR genes comprise the largest gene family in mammalian genomes (Gilad, Man, et al. 2003) . Defined according to similarity in their amino acid sequence, several families (over 40% of identity) and subfamilies (identity .60%) are distinguished within the human OR superfamily (Glusman et al. 2001) . Therefore, despite the general homology of ORs, their protein sequences are very diverse, reflecting the broad range of activating ligands. To the best of our knowledge, no experimentally determined structure of an OR protein exists but several potential odorant-binding residues along the transmembrane domains have been suggested (Hall et al. 2004; Man et al. 2004; Katada et al. 2005) . Unfortunately, we are still far from understanding any clear relation between ligand properties and those of the OR protein (Malnic et al. 2004) .
A substantial fraction of the human OR family members are pseudogenes carrying one or more frame disruptions (Glusman et al. 2001) . Interestingly, the pseudogenization of OR genes has been described to occur more often in the human lineage than in any other primate lineage, probably reflecting a smaller human reliance on the sense of smell (Gilad, Man, et al. 2003) . Besides the apparent relaxation of selective pressures, some OR genes have been found to remain intact in several primate species suggesting different levels of evolutionary constraints operating over the OR repertoire (Gilad, Man, et al. 2003) . In addition, particular cases of positive selection in human OR genes have also been reported (Gilad et al. 2000; Gilad, Bustamante, et al. 2003; Nielsen et al. 2005 ). Gilad, Bustamante, et al. (2003) revealed patterns of variability consistent with positive selection acting on human intact OR genes in their study of diversity on 20 OR genes in humans and chimpanzee. Nielsen et al. (2005) described 4 genes involved in olfaction (OR2W1, OR5I1, OR2B2, and C20orf185) within the top 50 genes showing most evidence for positive selection from their pattern of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions after the comparison of 13,731 chimpanzee and human orthologs. Additional population data on 20 European Americans and 19 African Americans in the same study revealed a low divergence to polymorphism ratio for the OR5I1 gene. This result led the authors to invoke the possibility that balancing selection may have acted on the ORs.
Here we present data on single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) allele and haplotype frequency variation for the OR5I1 gene region in 39 human populations representing all major regions of the world. Two nonsynonymous and several synonymous polymorphisms characterize the commonest OR5I1 haplotype from the more ancestral-like form of the receptor. We found signatures of natural selection and attempted to model the structure of the different proteins forms to explore the functional relevance of the probably adaptive amino acid changes. failed were also excluded. In order to maximize sample sizes, population samples were regrouped into 39 populations based on geographic and ethnic criteria as in Gardner et al. (2006) . For part of the analysis, populations were further grouped into 7 geographical regions (see table 1).
Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms
We have genotyped a total of 11 SNPs in the OR5I1 gene region ( fig. 1 ): 2 synonymous and 3 nonsynonymous SNPs in the 945 bp OR5I1 coding region plus 6 additional SNPs covering both 5# and 3# flanking regions up to around 30 kb. The coding SNPs genotyped were all those available in the single nucleotide polymorphism database (dbSNP) at the start of the study, which in turn passed the multiplexing design of SNPlex. Ancestral alleles were those recovered from the chimpanzee and/or the macaque genome sequences (panTro2, March 2006 assembly and rheMac2, January 2006 assembly, respectively) except for one SNP (rs3923162), where none of the human alleles (T/C) were found in the chimpanzee sequence (which carries a G) and for which no other mammal ortholog sequence Positive Selection in OR5I1 145 was available. SNPs were typed using the SNPlex Genotyping System from Applied Biosystems within a larger set of 365 SNPs covering 18 additional genes (see below) and following the manufacturer's standard protocol. Allele separation was performed on an Applied Biosystems 3730 analyzer and besides the automated allele calling and quality metrics provided by GeneMapper Software 3.5, allele calling was always reviewed manually.
Reference Gene Set
Seventeen genes belonging to different functional categories with evidence of acceleration in the human lineage were chosen from Clark et al. (2003) : AIRE, ALDH6A1, BCKDHA, CLDN8, CST2, DACT1, DIAPH1, EYA4, FOXI1, GIP, GSTZ1, HCLS1, IL15RA, IL1RL2, MRPL35, TECTA, and TMPRSS2. These 17 gene loci together with the LCT gene have been used as reference data in both minor allele frequencies (MAFs) and derived allele frequencies (DAFs) threshold analyses. SNPs covering such genes were selected with a marker density of 1 SNP every 5-10 kb inside each gene and adding several extra SNPs up to 30 kb in both flanking regions. Preference was given to SNPs with a MAF over 10%, which were compiled from HapMap (Release 7 May 2004) and dbSNP (Build 121 June 2004) databases. Additionally, most coding SNPs and other functional SNPs identified using PupaSNP Finder (Conde et al. 2004) were also included for analysis regardless of their allele frequency or validation status. Note that SNP selection in the OR5I1 region fulfilled the same criteria. Genotyped SNP density for the whole reference gene set was 0.17 and that of OR5I1 was slightly above the average (0.19), but well within the distribution: 5 genes in the reference set had higher SNP densities than OR5I1. Ancestral alleles for these SNPs were deduced as indicated above for OR5I1.
FIG. 1.-Schematic view of the OR5I1 region and information on the genotyped SNPs. OR5I1 lies in the centromeric region of the chromosome 11, which contains a large proportion of ORs belonging mainly to the OR5 family as detailed in the enlarged 500-kb region below the ideogram. The dashed line box in gray denotes the genotyped area spanning around 60 kb, within which the relative position of the SNPs genotyped is shown. SNP type categories are named with respect to the OR5I1 gene, but amino acid changes are shown for all coding SNPs in the region.
Basic Analysis
Genotype data were collected and stored in a database within the SNPator web environment (http://bioinformatica. cegen.upf.es), where part of the analyses such as control for replicate samples along sample plates and basic analysis such as allele frequencies, expected heterozygosity and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium tests were performed. Arlequin (Schneider 2000) was used to calculate F ST values between the 39 populations studied with a locus-by-locus analysis of molecular variance (Excoffier et al. 1992 ).
Haplotype Analysis
Haplotypes were inferred from unphased genotype data using the Bayesian statistical method in program PHASE 2.1 (Stephens et al. 2001 ) using the default parameter set with 1,000 iterations. Relationships between inferred nonrecombinant haplotypes were investigated using the median-joining network algorithm (Bandelt et al. 1995 (Bandelt et al. , 1999 within Network 4.201 software. In order to facilitate visualization of phylogenetic relationships, variation at the recurrent rs12577044 was not considered. Human reference sequence for OR5I1 and its ortholog sequence in chimpanzee were extracted from Ensembl (Gene IDs ENSG00000167825 and ENSPTRG00000003615). Ortholog sequences were translated and aligned with ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994 ).
Analysis of Signatures of Selection
Departures from neutral evolution were tested by means of 4 different methods: 1) comparison of the SNP allele frequency spectrum to a reference set (considering the frequency of either the least frequent or the derived allele), 2) the ratio of synonymous to nonsynonymous substitutions, 3) classical neutrality tests such as Tajima's D and others in the resequencing data by Nielsen et al. (2005) , and 4) the extent of haplotype homozygosity. Further details on how these methods were carried out can be found as supplementary note S1 (Supplementary Material online).
Three-Dimensional Structural Prediction Model for OR5I1
Protein sequences for the human OR5I1 major variant and its orthologs in the following species were retrieved from either the Ensembl or the Human Olfactory Receptor Data Exploratorium database (Safran et al. 2003) : human (Swissprot ID: Q13606), chimpanzee (CONTIG970.38-26808), macaque (ENSMMUG00000016153), rat (NM_001000329), mouse (NM_146646), dog (cOR5I1), and opossum (Modo-OR5I1). Ancestral-like and majorderived OR5I1 variants were inferred on the major protein sequence from resequencing data. Multiple alignment of the aforementioned protein sequences and those of OR5U1 (Swissprot ID: Q9UGF5) and bovine rhodopsine (Swissprot ID: P02699) was performed using Hidden Markov Models and considering Pfam domains (Finn et al. 2006) . Three-dimensional structural models of chimpanzee and the 3 human OR5I1 variants were obtained using the 3-dimensional crystalline structure of bovine rhodopsin (PDB ID1F88A) as template and Modeller (Sali and Blundell 1993) . Particular codon changes between OR5I1 variants were explored and visually analyzed with RasMol 2.7.1.1. (Bernstein 2000) and Prepi (http://www.sbg.bio. ic.ac.uk/prepi).
Results

Allele Frequencies and Haplotype Phylogenetic Reconstruction
Details for the OR5I1 region and the 11 SNPs analyzed are shown in figure 1. All SNPs and populations were in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium after Bonferroni correction for multiple tests. With the exception of sub-Saharan Africa, allele frequencies were rather homogenous across continental regions ( fig. 2 ). Around half of the SNPs analyzed appeared to have derived frequencies equal or greater than 85% across all populations, whereas rs2457239 was found to be fixed. F ST values between the 39 populations analyzed were rather low ( fig. 1) , with an average across SNPs of around 0.06.
Following haplotype reconstruction, we identified a total of 16 different haplotypes across the 39 populations analyzed ( fig. 3) . A predominant haplotype (H10) was found representing over 50% of the chromosomes in every population except for the sub-Saharan Africans, where other haplotypes were found at common frequencies (supplementary fig. S1 and table S1, Supplementary Material online). Indeed, the haplotype diversities in sub-Saharans were significantly higher than those in any non sub-Saharan population (table 1) . Considering the recombination rates of the OR5I1 region estimated from linkage disequilibrium (Myers et al. 2005 ) and comparing the human haplotypes with the chimpanzee ancestral positions, we suggest a minimum of 3 recombinant haplotypes and several recurrent substitutions ( fig. 3 and supplementary note S2 [Supplementary Material online] for recombinant and recurrence inference). Haplotype phylogenetic relationships were explored by means of a median-joining network ( fig. 4 ) except for those haplotypes inferred as recombinants. The 3 commonest human haplotypes (H10, H12, and H16) were found worldwide and clustered quite together in the network, being 1-step or 2-step neighbors but far away from the less frequent ancestral-like haplotypes.
MAF and DAF Threshold Analyses
The proportion of SNPs in the OR5I1 region having a MAF above 0.4 and below 0.1 was counted for each population and compared with those equivalent proportions obtained for 18 other genes studied in the same 39 populations. In comparison to our reference gene set, OR5I1 displayed a relatively constant pattern of excess of low-frequency minor alleles across most populations (results not shown). Most of the populations presented more Positive Selection in OR5I1 147 than 5 SNPs on the OR5I1 region with MAFs ,0.1 and only the Mbuti Pygmies and the San population had SNPs with a MAF .0.4 (see table 1 ). The proportion of SNPs at high DAFs (.0.8) against low DAF (,0.2) for each population and gene analyzed is plotted in figure 5A . OR5I1 clearly stands out as an outlier in 32 out of 39 populations, indicating an excess of high-frequency derived alleles in this gene region across all major geographical regions of the globe. Moreover, the non-OR5I1 data points that lie out of the empirical confidence interval in figure 5A corresponded all to Amerindians or Oceanians, which may reflect the effects of genetic drift and small sample sizes rather than any differential selective signature.
In order to test whether any particular ascertainment bias in our set of genes could affect our results and to be able to provide statistical support to our observations, we compared our data for French, Han Chinese, and Yorubas with 2 data sets produced by Walsh et al. (2006) : 1) a set of SNPs in 64 gene regions related to immune function genotyped in Europeans from Utah, Han Chinese from Guanxi, and Yoruba Nigerians and 2) simulated data points according to a demographic model specific for each of these 3 continental groups. On both data sets, SNPs were selected with criteria equivalent to ours. As shown in figure 5B , the proportion of SNPs with low MAFs in Yorubas and Han Chinese is particularly high in OR5I1 as compared with both data sets. Taking the 1,000 simulated distributions, the probability that OR5I1 behaves as a neutral gene in these 2 populations is P , 0.03. More importantly, and for all 3 populations, we found that OR5I1 shows one of the highest proportions of SNPs with DAF .0.8 (P 0.002).
OR5I1 Nonsynonymous Polymorphic Variation
It has been recognized that several amino acids in the transmembrane domains of the ORs form a ligand-binding pocket (Man et al. 2004; Katada et al. 2005) . Moreover, experimental data suggest that the ligand specificity of an OR can be manipulated by point mutations in such domains, allowing any OR to change its affinity for certain odorant molecules (Katada et al. 2005) . The 3 OR5I1 nonsynonymous SNPs genotyped fall in different transmembrane domains of the receptor and were found to define FIG. 2.-DAFs for the 11 SNPs genotyped across 39 different populations. Every point represents one population, displayed from left to right as in table 1. Curly brackets on the x axis indicate groups of populations belonging to the following continental regions: Sub-Saharan Africa (SSAFR), Middle East-North Africa (MENA), Europe (EUR), Central-South Asia (CSASIA), East Asia (EASIA), Oceania (OCE), and America (AME). The C allele is plotted for rs39231162, but no ancestrality inference was possible from the chimpanzee genome or any other close-related ortholog sequences. 3 protein variants for OR5I1 in our worldwide human panel (see fig. 4 ), which we will refer as ancestral like (Leu-SerIle), major (Leu-Phe-Val), and major derived (Ser-PheVal). There are 2 OR5I1 nonsynonymous substitutions publicly available but not typed in this study: rs17597625 (G6R) and rs11607055 (L307I). HapMap and resequencing data in 19 African Americans and 20 European Americans by Nielsen et al. (2005) show rs11607055 to be monomorphic for leucine and the derived allele of rs17597625 in complete linkage disequilibrium with the derived allele of rs9666086 (F76S). Human resequencing data for OR5I1 revealed 3 additional nonsynonymous variations, which were singletons occurring on the major form of the protein (Nielsen et al. 2005) .
Physicochemical distances of Grantham (1974) for the amino acid replacements corresponding to the 4 segregating nonsynonymous OR5I1 SNPs as well as their functional effect predicted by Polyphen (Ramensky et al. 2002) indicate that only those replacements observed at codon positions 50 and 76 could potentially affect the corresponding a-helices on the secondary structure of the OR5I1 receptor (supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online). Man et al. (2004) predicted several putative odorant-binding site residues on the OR proteins using human-mouse comparisons. Although none of the identified nonsynonymous OR5I1 variants in humans correspond to these putative odorant-binding sites, rs9666086 (F76S) lies just next to the only predicted binding site position on the second transmembrane region. This seems relevant because the change of serine to phenylalanine in codon 76 characterizes the major form of the OR5I1 gene in humans. It should also be noticed that functionally relevant species-specific novelties as the ones evaluated here could not be detected by the ortholog-paralog comparison approach of Man et al. (2004) .
We further evaluated the amino acid residue changes among the different OR5I1 protein forms by means of structural modeling, using the bovine rhodopsin, the only structural template available for G protein-coupled receptors. As expected, none of the amino acid replacements at codon positions 6 and 306 appear to destabilize the modeled structure. Although the Leu to Ser change at codon position 50 at the end of the first transmembrane domain involves the introduction of a polar amino acid in a hydrophobic environment, such replacement does not appear to have significant structural impact on the receptor (results not shown). However, the Ser to Phe replacement at codon position 76 on the second transmembrane domain might imply a significant structural change on the model. The substitution of a polar amino acid by an aromatic one is very likely to provide higher overall stability to the structure in this particular hydrophobic environment of the membrane. But more important than that, in this case, it seems to force the movement of a tyrosine on the adjacent transmembrane domain (codon position 37) modifying the spatial configuration and the interaction among the first and the second transmembrane domains (see fig. 6 ). We can therefore conclude that one of the   FIG. 4. -Median-joining network of OR5I1 haplotypes. Nodes in the median-joining network are proportional to frequencies and branch lengths to the number of polymorphic base substitutions, indicating nonsynonymous changes in brown. For the branch tracing back to the chimpanzee, 6 divergent positions must be taken into account besides rs3923162, where none of the human alleles (C/T) were found in the corresponding chimpanzee OR5I1 flanking sequence (which carries a G). Variation at the recurrent rs12577044 was not considered. Continental regions are denoted as in figure 2. Haplotypes coding for the same amino acid sequence are enclosed in brown ovals.
Positive Selection in OR5I1 149 amino acid replacements that characterizes the major form of the protein definitively affects the molecular environment of the odorant-binding pocket of the OR5I1 receptor and thus it could be selectively relevant.
Five out of the 6 diverging sites between human and chimpanzee sequences are nonsynonymous (fig. 4) . Sequence comparison with 5 different mammal orthologs shows only one of these diverging substitutions happening The proportion of SNPs with DAF above 80% and DAF below 20% is plotted in a dispersion diagram for every gene-population pair analyzed in this study. In total 741 data points are displayed; however, a single dot in the plot may represent several overlapping results. The area of hexagonal dots is proportional to the number of gene-population instances observed. Vertical and horizontal lines on the y and x axis represent 95% confidence intervals. All points involving OR5I1 are shown as black hexagons and reference genes in gray. a corresponds to Bedouin, Druze, French, Basque, North Italian, Adygei, Russian, Balochi, Brahui, Burusho, Hazara, Kalash, Makrani, Pathan, Sindhi, Northwest China, Northeast China, South China, Han, Yakut, Cambodian, Japanese, Nasioi, Papuan, Pima, Maya, Colombian, Karitiana, and Surui; b represents Bantu; c, Palestinian and Mozabite; d, Mbuti Pygmies, Mandenka, Yoruba and San; e, Orcadian; f, Biaka Pygmies; and g, Sardinian. (B) Allele frequency analysis for signals of selection based on MAFs and DAFs in Yorubas, Europeans, and Han Chinese, respectively. In each plot, the corresponding data point of the OR5I1 gene is indicated by an open triangle. As inference for rs3923162 allele ancestrality was ambiguous, we did not include this SNP in the analysis. Full triangles indicate the 18 comparative reference genes genotyped in this study; open circles, experimental data on gene regions related to immune function from Walsh et al. (2006) and gray full circles, simulation data from Walsh et al. (2006) . Vertical and horizontal lines on the y and x axis represent 95% confidence intervals based on simulated data. in the human branch: a Ser to Phe replacement that lies in the third intracellular loop and that it is predicted to be benign by PolyPhen.
Signatures of Positive Selection
OR5I1 was found within the top 50 genes showing most evidence for positive selection from their pattern of synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions after the comparison of 13,731 chimpanzee and human orthologs (Nielsen et al. 2005 ). However, a likelihood ratio test failed to reject the null hypothesis of d N /d S 5 1 versus the alternative hypothesis of d N /d S . 1 for OR5I1 in the same study. Here, a branch site likelihood method (Zhang et al. 2005) was not powerful enough to detect accelerated protein evolution in any human branch of a phylogeny containing the 3 human OR5I1 protein variants and its orthologues in chimpanzee, macaque, mouse, rat, and opossum. Accelerated protein evolution was not detected on the chimpanzee branch either. But notably, the human branch leading to the major form of the OR5I1 did show a unique significant posterior Bayesian probability of 97.9% of being a target of selection precisely for codon site 76.
We further investigated the genetic footprint of selection from the resequencing data available in 20 European Americans and 19 African Americans in OR5I1 (Nielsen et al. 2005) . As shown in table 2, all the neutrality statistics were negative in both populations, a pattern consistent with positive selection, a population expansion, or purifying selection on slightly deleterious alleles. In order to evaluate the significance of these values and, at the same time, to discard the possible effect of demographic factors such as population expansions, we have simulated neutral distributions including the corresponding inferred human demographic history (Schaffner et al. 2005 ). Tajima's D and Fu and Li's F and F* have resulted significant in European Americans but only Fay and Wu's H is significant in the case of the African Americans (table 2) . These results seem to indicate that positive selection may have been more intense in Europeans than in Africans. We also produced coalescent neutral simulations with recombination but with a constant population size; in those, Fu and Li's D and D* became significant in European Americans (with P values of 0.024 and 0.036, respectively) and Fay and Wu's H was no longer significant in African Americans (P 5 0.053). Tajima's D was also contrasted against the empirical distribution for 293 genes resequenced in European Americans and African Americans (Seattle SNPS, http://pga.gs.washington.edu). In an empirical 1-tailed test, Tajima's D was significant in European Americans (P 5 0.020), but it was not in African Americans (P 5 0.070), as in the original demographic simulations. In summary, the conclusions about the significance of the neutrality tests seemed to be robust to the demographic model used to provide statistical significance.
A well-recognized signature of recent positive selection is the finding of long-range haplotypes surrounding those selected alleles that have risen in frequency rapidly enough for avoiding recombination to have substantially a Number of chromosomes with enough sequencing information available (Nielsen et al. 2005 ).
*P value , 0.05.
Positive Selection in OR5I1 151 broken down their allele association with alleles at nearby loci. Extended haplotype analysis of our data was not feasible due to the low recombination rate (Myers et al. 2005) of the 60-kb OR5I1 genotyped region. Consequently, we explored HapMap data (Release 21 July 06) extending 650-kb centromere proximal and 4.3-Mb centromer distal to the OR5I1 genotyped region for evidence of recent selection using both the extended haplotype homozigosity and the relative extended haplotype homozigosity (REHH).
In none of the 3 HapMap population groups, any core haplotype involving the OR5I1 gene region analyzed here was found to represent a significant outlier relative to other core haplotypes within the considered extended 5-Mb region in chromosome 11 (results not shown). Similarly, the query for evidence of selection in any HapMap SNP around the OR5I1 region by means of the integrated haplotype score (iHS) (Voight et al. 2006) demonstrated no significant signal of recent selection.
Discussion
Several lines of evidence suggest that positive selection has modeled the pattern of variation found in the OR5I1 gene: 1) a larger than expected proportion of SNPs show derived alleles at high frequencies, 2) allele frequency spectra in full sequence data show an excess of low-frequency alleles in European Americans, and 3) a nonsynonymous replacement at codon 76 is likely to have structural repercussions in the odorant-binding site of the OR5I1 protein and thus be functionally relevant (and, as discussed below, adaptive).
One could argue that selection may have operated elsewhere in the vicinity of this gene or that random genetic drift in early human populations could have driven a particular amino acid replacement nearly to fixation. However, the demonstration that rs9666086 (F76S) has structural consequences on the putative odorant-binding region of the OR5I1 receptor together with the finding of a pattern of genetic variation around this gene region compatible with the action of selection render less plausible any of these 2 alternative scenarios. Both the acquisition of a new ligand-binding capability or the modification of a particular odorant perception could improve the overall degenerated human OR gene repertoire. Thus, it is feasible that such changes could have been selected for and spread worldwide. The low F ST values observed across the 39 worldwide populations analyzed seem to point to a homogenous selective pressure across the human species. This may suggest that the major form of the OR5I1 protein links to an environmentally ubiquitous odorant or that it could detect a human-specific olfactory signal. It is also significant that the predominant form of OR5I1 is found at high frequencies in all major geographical regions but has not reached fixation. Such frequency and distribution lead us to suggest a date of origin for the appearance of the major form of the OR5I1 protein previous to the ''Out of Africa'' dispersion of modern humans but not a much older age. Although signatures of selection such as long haplotypes around high frequency recently selected alleles are believed to persist only around 30,000 years, high-frequency derived alleles reveal selective events over the last 80,000 years approximately . Therefore, the absence of signals of recent selection in any HapMap population as explored by means of the REHH or by the iHS statistics together with the finding of high-frequency derived alleles in all human populations seem to indicate that OR5I1 may have been a target of selection already in early human evolution before the dispersal of modern humans. The clearest signal of selection that we have detected on the pattern of OR5I1 human variation is an excess of derived alleles at high frequency, whereas the excess of rare alleles is marginally significant both according to the MAF threshold analysis and to most of selection statistics obtained from resequencing data. However, we believe these rare OR5I1 alleles are not, as usually interpreted, new variants appearing after a selected allele has swept to fixation; they probably are the alleles linked to a variant or variants that are in the process of being outcompeted by the functional variant that we suggest is adaptative. That situation can be interpreted as a partial selective sweep; because derived alleles are present in all continents, this selective sweep may have been in process for tens of thousands of years and thus may involve very low selection coefficients. The different proportions of the major haplotype clusters in Africans and non-Africans may be the result of different local selective pressures or may also reflect the Out of Africa bottleneck (Mateu et al. 2002) . Note though that such differences have not resulted in particularly high F ST values. OR5I1 has a high polymorphism to divergence ratio in humans in comparison to chimpanzees, a pattern that has been suggested to possibly result from balancing selection (Nielsen et al. 2005) . However, neither the global allele frequency distributions observed nor the MAF threshold analysis agree with such hypothesis.
Olfaction is one of the most ancient senses, with which mammals monitor the environment allowing the recognition of mates, offspring, predators, tainted food, and chemical dangers. OR genes have experienced an important loss in humans, probably reflecting a lesser reliance on the sense of smell in comparison to other primates. Although the accumulation of mutations on any redundant gene copy of the genome is more likely to involve gene silencing than to eventually evolve into a new function, such situation could be facilitated in a scenario of general relaxation of selective constraints. Within a general scenario of ongoing pseudogenization and loss of selective constraints for the G protein-coupled bitter-taste receptor repertoire in higher primates, signatures of positive selection have also been detected for the human bitter-taste receptor TAS2R16 (Wooding et al. 2004; Soranzo et al. 2005) . Even though humans as a species show reduced perception abilities in comparison to other mammals and other primates, the innovation and subsequent conservation of specific sensory functions may have spread, as seen in the bitter taste gene. Here we show that OR5I1 may be an example of an OR gene running counter to the general trend toward loss of olfactive function in humans and actually providing what might be a clearly adaptive new role. Alas, given the actual state of the knowledge about ORs and their ligands, such a new and specific role remains, for the time being, elusive.
